
Hello,
As you said, the school NET project is a big project to fight computer illiteracy in order to 
reduce the digital divide in Togo. This project also contributes to the achievement of 
quality education for all in order to contribute to the achievement of the Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs).

EAS needs partners who have similar vision like you. We are in the first phase of the 
project. This phase brings together five sites throughout the Togolese territory. The 
number of eBook readers we have presented to you is real. It's not a fiction. It is the set 
of high school students learning on the five sites.

I am the president of the School Association, Safe Future (EAS); I am also the 
coordinator of the School NET project. All the information I give you is without suspicion. 
I'm talking about what we do on the ground.

Our Learners are on vacation. We resume training next September. However, the 
Executive Office of the association and the coordination of the project are in the process 
of approaching the partners and honest men volunteers to negotiate computers for the 
other sites at the beginning of the next school year. This is an opportunity for us to 
discuss the search for other credible partners like Labdoo. We will be very grateful if you 
agree to be a relay station for School NET in the USA.

In fact, it would be a mistake to say that Labdoo and EAS can not work together 
because of the size of the project. We need for this first phase of the project, 308 
Computers. But Labdoo does not have to find the 308 computers if it does not have 
one. We dare to believe that if today you find us a computer, we will have 307 
Computers to look for tomorrow. And as it is already a good step for the success of this 
project.

As for your application for 08 laptops laptops for high school Tsévié I, we agree. That's 
what you can. This is already a good start for our partnership. Only to these 08 
requested computers I added 04 tablets for the practice of the play sessions in the 
computer room. However if this is not possible you can remove the order from these 
tablets.

You will find attached our new application for computers.

I would like to address the other points of your concerns:
√ Yes we have a facebook page where we published our images as I sent you. But the 
information is no longer updated.

√ By the way, our traveler is a Togolese who lives in New Jersey. It makes the goods 
travel by sea transport. It is a professional activity that he exercises. When he will 
deliver us to Lomé, we will in return pay him the costs of transporting the computers. He 
gave us the schedule of the trip. Before he had offered us the month of June and I told 
him it's too close to collect 308 computers. According to him the duration of the trip is 
from 02 weeks to 03 weeks if there is no delay. That's why it gives 01 months as 



delivery time so that the goods are within the deadline even if there is delay.

√ He told me that he actually travels 02 containers a month. The first from the 18th of 
the month and the second at the end of the month.
I have my little brother who also lives in New Jersey. He knows our traveler well.

√ Our traveler has the habit of going to cities to collect parcels for his trip. He will pick up 
the computers at your home in Manhattan. My little brother also reassured me that your 
Hub is not far from New Jersey and if the traveler is busy elsewhere when the time 
comes, he can come in his place.

√ Proposal
I would like to bring the trip back to July 31st because there are not many computers 
available. If you agree with me, write to me so that I can contact the traveler to change 
the schedule.

√ You will see as an attachment the screenshot of the GPS coordinates.
If it's not always correct, try searching in Google Maps the name: Tsévié High School 1

If by chance I forget a point, I beg you, do not hesitate to write to me. I am always 
available.

Finally, I note that we have not yet recruited a staff with good English skills at the 
moment; But we will make an effort to look for it in the years to come.

Regards,
Olver
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